[Trend in the management of pancreatic adenocarcinoma--Japan vs. US and Europe].
Pancreatic adenocarcinoma remains to have poor prognosis. Most of all patients have locally advanced disease with or without distant disease when diagnosed. Current rationale for the treatment of pancreatic adenocarcinoma in the US and European countries consists of the following formula: (1) accurate staging by improved imaging. (2) a balanced-resection which means not too extensive not too limited. (3) centralized treatment in high-volume center with minimal surgical mortality. (4) surgery alone is not enough for cure and need more radical adjuvant or neoadjuvant therapy. On the other hands, Japanese surgeons had challenged to improve outcome by radical resections but did not show their advantages in terms of survival benefit as shown in recent randomized controlled trials. Now we should look back to surgical role and think 'who can benefit by surgical resection'. The efficacy of "Japanese" radical resection including vascular resection or pancreatic nerve plexus resection should be evaluated, although the devise of novel diagnostic modalities and more effective adjuvant or neoadjuvant therapy are crucial to improve prognosis of this disease.